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2 messaggi

veronica petros <veronicapetros2018@gmail.com> 17 febbraio 2021 08:58
A: Pianzola Olivelli <pianzolaolivellionlus@gmail.com>

Greetings and best wishes of Lenten season  

Dear Mr. Fabio, how are you? I hope you are coping with the COVID-19. Today started the Lenten season and celebrated
Ash Wednesday according to Latin rite. But in Ethiopian oriental rite not yet started, we have some more days to start the
Lenten season.

In this year's Lenten season, we are asked to pray with special intent for COVD-19 victims. Pope Francis asks Christians
during this season of conversion to renew our faith, to draw from "the water of living hope," and to obtain, with open
hearts, the love of God, who makes us brothers and sisters in Christ. This Pope's massage invites us to the journey of Lent
to continue with hope, and also he reminded us that this is a time of true conversion.

Dear Mr. Fabio, I am pleased to inform you that I and your children's family are here with you in our prayers. We do
understand that your mission is very high; due to the success of your mission, the cooperation of benefactors is very high,
for this purpose and for all good intentions that I am planning in this season of Lent to be with you in prayer every day.

Schools have opened the second semester and have continued to operate effectively despite the challenge of COVID-19.
Many children attend school except for a small number of children who stay home; this means that they are unable to go
to school due to the problem of their families, due to the pandemic, many parents remain without work, which greatly
affects the education of their children. Even those who come to school are in a big crisis due to poverty their parents,
unable to manage school materials for their children. Your offer was helpful a lot; we thank you and your colleagues and
remain blessed.

Kind regards 

From Sr. Veronica Petros 

Ethiopia 
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Pianzola Olivelli <pianzolaolivellionlus@gmail.com> 17 febbraio 2021 09:12
A: veronica petros <veronicapetros2018@gmail.com>

Dear Sister Veronica, 
I am glad to know that you are in good health. We too are doing well at the moment and are waiting for the vaccine to be more safe. 
The pandemic crisis has created many economic problems for us too and will create more in the future. We go forward in our work of
helping people in need in Italy, Africa, Europe, trusting in the providence of God who has always assisted us. 
We know that the situation is even more serious here because of the economic and political situation. As you know, as soon as we can
send you financial help we will do it without hesitation.
I take this opportunity to wish you and your people a good time of Lent. 
Best regards.

Fabio Crotti
Associazione Pianzola Olivelli 
27024 Cilavegna PV
tel. 348 1463314 - 0381 969335
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